
FUNDATIONS 1   UNIT 13 Suffix s, ing, ed to multi-syllabic words; suffix es to closed syllables 

TRICK WORDS  

Review  

the a and is his of 

as has to into we he 

she be me for or you 

your I they was one said 

from have do does were are 

who what when where there here 

why by my try put two 

too very also some come would 

could should her over number say 

says see between each any many 

how now down out about our 

friend other another none nothing people 

month little been own want Mr. 

Mrs.       

 

Current Week 1 

work  word write 

 

Week 2 

being their first 

 

Week 3 

 

look good new 

 

REVIEW WORDS 

shrunk blast grunt blimp stamp spend 

skunks stings brings branch chills shrimp 

lime grade cube smile nutmeg cobweb 

suntan tiptop lapdog sunlit catnip bedbug 

pinball index mascot whiplash unzip laptop 

napkin publish goblin picnic dentist plastic 

himself insist contest chipmunk splendid disrupt 

insult admit invent absent vampire costume 

campfire baseball inside mistake   
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bedbugs dishpans napkins unzips tenpins tomcats 

cobwebs sunsets bathtubs dentists laptops invents 

reptiles cupcakes exhales inhales dislikes athletes 

flagpoles mistakes publishing finishing insulting disrupting 

indented expected invented insisted   

 

CURRENT UNIT WORDS Week 2 

 

boxes dresses foxes classes kisses taxes 

tosses classes waxes quizzes   

 

CURRENT UNIT WORDS Week 3 

 

benches branches brushes crunches dishes inches 

lunches pinches rashes rushes splashes wishes 

blushes branches dashes flashes munches punches 

finishes publishes     

 

SENTENCES  

Week 1 

You can write on the napkins. 

Dad insisted that I do this work. 

She dislikes that word. 

The athletes jog on the path. 

Stop disrupting our class! 

Ben dislikes my cat 

Get the cupcakes on the plate. 

I insulted my friend by mistake. 

Dave is finishing the dishpans in the sink. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 2 

We write many words in our classes. 

Their pup gave wet kisses 

First, fill the glasses with milk.  

Their dresses are being mended. 

Mom and Dad dislike to do their taxes. 

Jack tosses the ball to Fran. 

Fill the boxes with your work. 

Their quizzes had many mistakes. 

 

Week 3 

That thing pinches my neck. 

Who are the people on the benches? 

Jack rushes to get to work. 

I had rashes on my left leg 

Get well wishes were sent to Ted. 

Look at these branches. 

He wishes to get a new backpack. 

Those lunches are good! 

It is good to finish your taxes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Brad’s Lost Glasses 

Brad, Stan and Jeff had their lunches in a bag 

to take to the park. At the park,  

they played many games. Brad had a basketball 

and they shot it into the net. At last,  

they sat on a big rock and ate their lunches.  

When they were set to go have another contest, 

Brad said, “I lost my glasses!” He insisted 

that he put them on the big rock,  

but they were not there. Stan, Brad and Jeff 

went on a hunt for the glasses.  

The kids must get the glasses. Brad’s mom 

would be upset.  

Where could they look? Brad’s glasses 
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were not on the steps. Brad’s glasses 

were not on top of the hotrod. Then Stan went back  

to the spot they had lunch. There was a shrub  

next to the rock where they had sat. Brad’s glasses 

were in the branches of the shrub! Brad was so glad 

to get his glasses back. “Thanks, Stan!” he said.  
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